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(57) ABSTRACT 

AWater lock tap can be attached to a pedestal from above a 
Washstand or the like. 

The Water lock tap comprises a pedestal, Which is secured to 
an attachment object such as a Washstand, a pipe attachment 
member for attaching a Water supply pipe to the bottom of 
the pedestal, and a neck, Which is secured to the pedestal; the 
pedestal comprises a mesh structure for securing the neck to 
the outer periphery of the pedestal, and having a ring-like 
blade section Which clips into an attachment hole, provided 
in the attachment object, and a cylindrical moving member 
Which is suspended from the ring-like blade section and has 
a plurality of protruding members, Which are pressed toWard 
the outside When a cylindrical member having a screW notch 
in its outer periphery is screWed into a cylindrical space 
having a screW notch in its inner periphery, the cylindrical 
member having a slightly smaller diameter than the cylin 
drical space; the pipe attachment member comprises a screW 
notch section Which functions as the cylindrical member, a 
?ange section Which connects to the screW notch section and 
is accommodated in the ring-like blade section in the ped 
estal, and a join section Which is connected to the Water 
supply pipe. 
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WATER LOCK TAP 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to a ?ush tap pro 
vided on a Washstand and the like, and more particularly to 
one Which is attached from above the Washstand and the 
like. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0004] In attaching a ?ush tap to, for example, a Wash 
stand, a pedestal is secured to the Washstand, a Water supply 
pipe is secured beloW the pedestal, and a neck is attached 
above the pedestal. Then, the Water supply pipe is attached 
at the back of the Washstand, and the neck is attached above 
the Washstand. 

[0005] Some necks can be attached by a single process, 
and selecting such a neck simpli?es the attachment opera 
tion. In contrast, most pedestals are extremely tiresome to 
attach. 

[0006] The pedestal is attached to the Washstand by screW 
ing from the back thereof. Since Washstands are usually 
attached to a Wall, there is very little space at the back, 
making this a difficult operation. For this reason, it often 
takes a long time to secure the screW. In addition, since a 
Water supply pipe must also be connected, the Work at the 
back of the Washstand requires a great deal of time. 

[0007] A Water lock is provided to a Washstand and the 
like, and at the time of installation it must be connected to 
the Water supply pipe beloW the Washstand; this structure 
has poor Workability. 

[0008] FIG. 13 shoWs the installation structure of a neck 
in a conventional Water lock tap. The neck comprises a neck 
main body 2 having a ?ooding eXit 1; a knob 3 is provided 
at the top, and a Water supply section 4 having a screW cut 
in its periphery is provided at the bottom. The Water supply 
section 4 is inserted through a metal Washer 5, and is secured 
to an unillustrated Washstand by a nut 6. 

[0009] In this case, the nut 6 With the metal Washer 5 
inserted must be tightened using tools beloW the Washstand, 
and the person Who performs this operation must squeeZe 
himself into a narroW space, making the Workability 
extremely poor. 

[0010] Consequently, there is a demand for a Water lock 
Which can be easily installed, and this has led to the use of 
separate structures for the neck and the pedestal section, 
Which is attached to the Washstand and supports the neck. 
This con?guration enables the operations of attaching the 
pedestal section to the Washstand, and attaching the neck to 
the pedestal section, to be separated, thereby improving the 
Workability. A one-touch neck Which can easily be attached 
and removed has already been provided. 

[0011] HoWever, Water lock Work involves not only the 
neck but also its pedestal, and if the pedestal cannot easily 
be attached and removed there is no bene?t. In attempting to 
simplify the attachment and removal of the neck While also 
facilitating the attachment of the pedestal, the attachment 
and removal of the neck must be simpli?ed Without any 
great effect on the structure of the pedestal, and in particular 
the section Where the neck is attached. 
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[0012] HoWever, the conventional one-touch neck uses a 
screW system, and inevitably requires a rotational force to be 
applied to the pedestal during installation; When the pedestal 
has a lock nut system, the rotational force of the neck rotates 
the pedestal itself. As a result, the pedestal must have a 
special structure Which can Withstand this rotational force at 
the time of attaching the neck, requiring the entire consti 
tution, including the pedestal, to be changed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0013] It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
?ush tap Wherein the pedestal can be attached on top of the 
Washstand and the like. 

[0014] It is another object of the present invention to 
provide a Water lock Wherein the neck can be easily attached 
to the pedestal Without requiring a pedestal of special 
structure. 

[0015] In order to achieve the above objects, the Water 
lock tap of this invention comprises a pedestal, Which is 
secured to an attachment object such as a Washstand, a pipe 
attachment member for attaching a Water supply pipe to the 
bottom of the pedestal, and a neck, Which is secured to the 
pedestal. The pedestal comprises a mesh structure for secur 
ing the neck to the outer periphery of the pedestal, and 
having a ring-like blade section Which clips into an attach 
ment hole, provided in the attachment object, and a cylin 
drical moving member Which is suspended from the ring 
like blade section and has a plurality of protruding members, 
Which are pressed toWard the outside When a cylindrical 
member having a screW notch in its outer periphery is 
screWed into a cylindrical space having a screW notch in its 
inner periphery, the cylindrical member having a slightly 
smaller diameter than the cylindrical space. The pipe attach 
ment member comprises a screW notch section Which func 
tions as the cylindrical member, a ?ange section Which 
connects to the screW notch section and is accommodated in 
the ring-like blade section in the pedestal, and a join section 
Which is connected to the Water supply pipe. 

[0016] The present invention further provides a one-touch 
attachment Water lock comprising a pedestal, Which is 
secured to an attachment object such as a Washstand, a 
pipe-connecting member for attaching a Water supply pipe 
and supported by the pedestal, and a neck, Which is secured 
to the pedestal. A plurality of spiraled grooves for securing 
the neck are provided in the outer periphery of pedestal, and 
a claWed member, Which meshes into the spiraled grooves, 
is provided on the inner periphery of the base of the neck. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0017] FIG. 1 shoWs the schematic constitution of an 
embodiment of this invention; 

[0018] FIG. 2 shoWs a side vieW of a step of attaching a 
neck 10 to a pedestal 20, as in FIG. 1; 

[0019] FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 3C shoW consecutive steps of 
attaching the pedestal 20 and a Water supply pipe 30 to a 
Washstand; 
[0020] FIGS. 4A, 4B, and 4C shoW the cooperative rela 
tionship betWeen a moving member 23, protruding members 
24, and a screW notch 31b of a pipe attachment member 30, 
With the moving member 23 shoWn in cross-section; 
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[0021] FIGS. 5A, 5B, and 5C show consecutive steps of 
attaching the pedestal 20 and the pipe attachment member 
30 to the Washstand; 

[0022] FIGS. 6A and 6B shoW a Water-stop valve, pro 
vided inside the Water attachment member 30 and opened 
When attaching the neck 10 after the pedestal 20 and the 
Water attachment member 30 have been attached to the 
Washstand, 
[0023] FIG. 7 shoWs the constitution of an embodiment of 
this invention; 

[0024] FIG. 8 shoWs a partially cross-sectional vieW of 
the assembled embodiment shoWn in FIG. 7; 

[0025] FIG. 9 shoWs an exploded vieW of a pedestal 
Which is attached in the embodiment of FIG. 7; 

[0026] FIG. 10A shoWs a diagram shoWing a state mid 
Way during attachment to the pedestal in FIG. 9, and 

[0027] FIG. 10B shoWs a diagram shoWing the state after 
attachment has been completed; 

[0028] FIG. 11 shoWs a diagram shoWing the neck in the 
state shoWn in FIG. 8 immediately prior to being attached 
to the pedestal shoWn in FIG. 10B; 

[0029] FIG. 12 shoWs a diagram shoWing the internal 
constitution of a pipe-connecting member 202 shoWn in 
FIGS. 9 to 11, and a connecting tool for connecting a Water 
supply pipe to the pipe-connecting member; and 

[0030] FIG. 13 shoWs the attachment structure of a con 
ventional Water lock. 

PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0031] FIG. 1 is a vieW of the ?nal stage of attaching a 
?ush tap according to the present invention, and shoWs the 
state When a neck is attached to a pedestal, Which is already 
attached to a Washstand. 

[0032] The neck 10 has a screW structure such that it is 
secured to the pedestal by being rotated by, for example, 
approximately 60 degrees, as shoWn by the arroW; for this 
purpose, a screW groove is cut around the pedestal 20. Three 
protruding members are provided beloW the pedestal 20, and 
project in the direction of its perimeter When an operation to 
connect the Water supply pipe is executed from above the 
Washstand, as explained later; the protruding members 
directly contact installation holes in the Washstand and 
thereby secure it to the pedestal 20. 

[0033] It is easy to prevent the neck 10 and the pedestal 20 
from becoming removed, by inserting an unillustrated secur 
ing pin into a securing pin hole 25. 

[0034] AWater supply pipe 30 is secured beforehand to the 
pedestal 20 by a Water attachment member 30, and is 
inserted through a hole for attaching the pedestal 20 of the 
Washstand at the time of attaching the pedestal 20. After 
completion of the attachment of the pedestal 20 and prior to 
attaching the neck 10, the bottom end of the Water supply 
pipe is connected to a main Water pipe. 

[0035] FIG. 2 shoWs the a side vieW of the same state as 
shoWn in FIG. 1, Where the neck 10 is about to be attached 
to the pedestal 20. After the pedestal 20 has been attached to 
the Washstand, an insertion hole 12, Which extends doWn 
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Wards in the diagram from the center of a ?ange 11, provided 
at the bottom part of the neck 10, is inserted into the center 
of the pedestal 20, and an unillustrated screW, provided 
around the loWer inside periphery of the neck 10 is screWed 
into a screW groove provided around the pedestal 20, thereby 
securing the neck 10. 

[0036] Since the Water supply pipe 30 is already attached 
to the pedestal 20, Water can be supplied after the neck 10 
has been inserted by connecting the unillustrated bottom end 
of the Water attachment member 30 to the main Water pipe. 

[0037] FIGS. 3A to 3C shoW three stages of attaching the 
pedestal 20 and the Water attachment member 30 to the 
Washstand. Firstly, FIG. 3A shoWs the pedestal 20 being 
?tted into the attachment hole of the Washstand. As shoWn 
in FIG. 3A, the pedestal 20 comprises a ring-like blade 
section 21 on the top face of the Washstand, and a substan 
tially cylindrical moving member 23 Which is suspended 
from the ring-like blade section 21 by three suspending 
members; the moving member 23 supports three protruding 
members 24 so that they can sWay freely. 

[0038] In attaching the pedestal 20 into the attachment 
hole of the Washstand, the moving member 23 is inserted 
into the attachment hole Without alloWing the protruding 
members 24 to snag in the attachment hole, and the ring-like 
blade section 21 is loWered until it directly contacts the top 
face of the Washstand. 

[0039] Then, a pipe attachment member 30, Which the 
Water supply pipe is attached to, is inserted into holes near 
the centers of the ring-like blade section 21 and the moving 
member 23 of the pedestal 20. The Water supply pipe should 
have a diameter Which is appropriate for passing through 
these holes. The moving member 23 has a screW cut into the 
inner face of its hole, and screWs into a screW notch 31b, 
provided in the outer periphery of the pipe attachment 
member 30. 

[0040] FIG. 3B shoWs the stage Where the Water attach 
ment member 30 has been inserted a certain distance into the 
moving member 23; When a ?ange section 31a is rotated in 
the direction of the arroW shoWn in the diagram, the outer 
periphery of the Water attachment member 30 presses the 
protruding members 24 of the moving member 23 outWards. 
When the ?ange section 31a is rotated further, the moving 
member 23 moves upWards With its protruding members 24 
still pressed outWards. 

[0041] FIG. 3C shoWs the stage Where the moving mem 
ber 23 has stopped moving, and the pedestal 20 is secured 
to the Washstand. The pedestal 20 is secured to the Wash 
stand When the ring-like blade section 21 directly contacts 
the top face of the Washstand and the protruding members 24 
directly contact the bottom faces of the attachment holes. In 
the ?nal stage of this securing operation, the direction of the 
pedestal 20 is con?rmed and the pedestal 20 is tightened 
using a hexagonal Wrench. The direction of the pedestal 20 
is selected as appropriate to enable the neck to be attached. 

[0042] FIGS. 4A to 4C are cross-sectional vieWs of the 
moving member 23, shoWing the cooperative relationship 
betWeen the moving member 23, the protruding members 
24, and the screW notch 31b of the Water attachment member 
30. The side faces of the primary sections of the protruding 
members 24 are fan-shaped and face upWards, the fan 
shaped primary parts forming fulcrums near the outer 
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periphery of the moving member 23, thereby supporting the 
protruding members 24 so that they can sWay freely. 

[0043] As shown in FIG. 4A, prior to inserting the Water 
attachment member 30 into the hole in the moving member 
23, the protruding members 24 can be retracted from the 
outer periphery of the moving member 23. FIG. 4B is a vieW 
of the three protruding members 24 from beloW the moving 
member 23 at this time, and illustrates hoW the three 
protruding members 24 can directly contact each other 
inside the hole of the moving member 23. 

[0044] Next, When the screW notch 31b of the Water 
attachment member 30 is screWed into the moving member 
23, the protruding members 24 cannot enter the hole of the 
moving member 23 and are pressed outWards, reaching the 
outWardly protruding state shoWn in FIG. 4C. 

[0045] FIGS. 5A to SC folloW the stages of attaching the 
pedestal 20 and the Water attachment member 30 to the 
Washstand. FIG. 5A shoWs the bottom section of the ped 
estal 20, Which has been inserted into the Washstand. FIG. 
5B shoWs the Water attachment member 30, Which a ?exible 
tube has been attached to, prior to its insertion into the hole 
in the pedestal 20. FIG. 5C shoWs the ?nal stage of 
attaching the Water attachment member 30, When a Wrench 
W is used to tighten the Water attachment member 30. At this 
time, a mark M, provided on the pedestal 20, is pointed in 
a predetermined direction, and ?nal tightening is performed 
using the Wrench. The mark M shoWs the direction of the 
neck When installed. 

[0046] FIGS. 6A and 6B shoW hoW a dead Water valve, 
provided in the Water attachment member 30, is opened 
While attaching the neck 10 after the pedestal 20 and the 
Water attachment member 30 have been installed to the 
Washstand. 

[0047] FIG. 6A shoWs the state When the neck 10 has been 
inserted a certain distance through the hole in the pedestal 20 
and the Water attachment member 30, and FIG. 6B shoWs 
the state When the neck 10 is completely inserted. In FIG. 
6A, there is a space betWeen the strike face 11 in the contact 
metal ?tting of the neck 10 and the top face of the pedestal 
20, and the insertion hole 12 of the contact metal ?tting of 
the neck 10 at this time starts to touch the dead Water valve 
control stick 32 in the Water attachment member 30. Then, 
in FIG. 6B, as a result of completely inserting the neck 10, 
the insertion hole 12 of the contact metal ?tting presses 
against the dead Water valve control stick 32, Whereby the 
valve body 33 drops, alloWing Water to pass through the area 
around the valve body 33. As a consequence, Water is 
released from the tap. 

[0048] FIG. 7 is an exploded vieW of one part of the 
attachment structure in the embodiment of this invention, 
and shoWs the structure of the neck side. In FIG. 7, a Washer 
111, a Water-pass member 112, and a claWed member 113, 
are secured to the neck 100 by a bolt 114, and the neck 100 
is secured to the pedestal When the claWed member 113 clips 
into the pedestal, as described later. 

[0049] The neck 100 has a ?ooding hole 101, a main body 
102, and a knob 103; the Washer 111, the Water-pass member 
112, and the claWed member 113 are secured to the Water 
supply section of the main body 102 by the bolt 114. 

[0050] The Washer 111 and the Water-pass member 112 are 
secured together With the claWed member 113 to the inner 
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periphery of the bottom section of the neck 100 by the bolt 
114, thereby securing the ?ange section 112a of the Water 
pass member 112 to the Water supply section of the neck 100 
With the Washer 111 therebetWeen, and ?xing a connecting 
section 112b in a single piece With the neck 100. Further 
more, claWed leg sections 113b extend doWnWards at right 
angles from the outer edge of a ring-like section 113a of the 
claWed member 113, and substantially contact the inner Wall 
of the bottom section of the neck 100. 

[0051] FIG. 8 is a partial cross-sectional vieW of the state 
When the Washer 111, the Water-pass member 112, and the 
claWed member 113, are secured by the bolt 114 to the neck 
100. 

[0052] As shoWn in FIG. 8, When the Washer 111, the 
Water-pass member 112, and the claWed member 113, are 
secured to the neck 100 by the bolt 114, the Water-pass 
member 112 connects directly With the Water supply section 
of the neck 100, and a Water-pass path is formed When the 
connecting section 112b is subsequently inserted into an 
unillustrated pipe-connecting member. 

[0053] The claWs of the claWed member 113 face inWards 
and contact the inner Wall of the bottom face of the neck 100, 
the neck 100 being secured to the pedestal When the claWed 
member 113 clips into the pedestal, Which is structured so as 
to correspond to the claWed member 113. 

[0054] FIG. 9 is an exploded vieW of a pedestal 200 Which 
securely supports the neck 100 (shoWn in FIGS. 7 and 8). 
The pedestal 200 comprises a ring-like blade section 201, a 
pipe-connecting member 202, and a moving member 203 
Which is suspended from the ring-like blade member 201. 

[0055] These components are attached to the Washstand 
400 and support the neck 100, While providing a Water 
supply path for the neck 100. That is, the ring-like blade 
section 201 is provided on the top face of the attachment 
hole position of the Washstand 400, a pipe-connecting mem 
ber 202 is inserted into a hole in the center, and a screW 
thread, provided around the periphery of the pipe-connect 
ing member 202, screWs into a screW groove, provided in the 
inner periphery of the moving member 203, thereby moving 
the moving member 203 toWard the bottom face of the 
Washstand 400, Which becomes squeeZed betWeen the ring 
like blade section 201 and the moving member 203. 

[0056] The ring-like blade section 201 comprises a sub 
stantially ring-shaped main body 201a, Which has a larger 
outer diameter than the diameter of the Water lock attach 
ment hole provided in the Washstand 400 and a slightly 
smaller inner diameter. The claWs of the claWed member 113 
(FIGS. 7 and 8) mesh into spiraled grooves 201b, provided 
in the outer peripheral face of the main body 201a. In the 
case shoWn in FIG. 9, the spiraled grooves 201b are 
provided at equal intervals at three positions in the periph 
eral direction (at intervals of 120 degrees). 

[0057] A ?ange section 202a at the top of the pipe 
connecting member 202 is held in place by a step, provided 
in the inner periphery of the ring-like blade section 201; this 
step also secures the tops of the suspended members 201c. 
The suspended members 201c comprise thin metal plates, 
and have long holes at their loWer ends (as shoWn in FIG. 
9) for supporting the moving member 203 so that it can 
move. The top ends of the suspended members 201c are 
secured in the inner periphery of the ring-like blade section 
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201, and the long holes in their bottom ends mesh With 
protrusions provided on the outer periphery of the moving 
member 203. 

[0058] The moving member, suspended beloW the ring 
like blade section 201, is substantially cylindrical, and has a 
screW groove on its inner periphery for screWing the screW 
thread of the pipe-connecting member 202. When the pipe 
connecting member 202 is screWed in using a hexagonal 
Wrench or the like, the moving member 203 moves in the 
upWard direction of FIG. 9, and When the pipe-connecting 
member 202 is loosened, the moving member 203 moves in 
the doWnWard direction. 

[0059] Three vertical through-holes are provided in the 
Wall of the moving member 203, and protruding members 
203b are attached through the through-holes so as to freely 
sWay. The side-Walls of the protruding members 203b are 
fan-shaped, and are attached into the through-holes of the 
moving member 203 With their fulcrums near the top points 
of the holes, enabling them to sWing in and out of the outer 
peripheral Wall of the moving member 203. 

[0060] In FIG. 9, the protruding members 203b are shoWn 
protruding from the moving member 203, but they sWay 
freely and can be pressed inside. On the other hand, When 
the pipe-connecting member 202 is screWed into the moving 
member 203, the protruding members 203b are pressed 
outWard by the outer peripheral face of the pipe-connecting 
member 202 so that they protrude from the outer peripheral 
face of the moving member 203. 

[0061] FIGS. 10A and 10B shoW the process of attaching 
the pedestal 200 to the Washstand 400, FIG. 10A shoWing 
the pipe-connecting member 202 screWed a certain distance 
into the moving member 203, and FIG. 10B shoWing the 
pipe-connecting member 202 completely screWed in. 

[0062] In FIG. 10A, the top section of the pipe-connecting 
member 202 sticks out slightly from the ring-like blade 
section 201, so that the bottom of the outer peripheral face 
of the pipe-connecting member 202 directly contacts the 
protruding members 203b and pushes them out from the 
outer peripheral face of the moving member 203. In the 
stage prior to this, the protruding members 203b are pressed 
While placing the ring-like blade section 201 into the attach 
ment hole of the Washstand 400, and the pipe-connecting 
member 202 is inserted and screWed into the screW groove 
of the moving member 203, thereby reaching the state 
shoWn in FIG. 10A. 

[0063] FIG. 10B shoWs the state reached When the pipe 
connecting member 202 is screWed in further, so that the 
bottom of the pipe-connecting member 202 protrudes 
greatly from the bottom end of the moving member 203. At 
this time, the protruding members 203b are directly con 
tacting the bottom end of the attachment hole in the Wash 
stand 400, and the moving member 203 has moved as high 
as it can possibly move. The constituent material of the 
Washstand 400 is tightly squeeZed betWeen the bottom face 
of the ring-like blade section 201 and the outside faces of the 
protruding members 203b, securing the pedestal 200 to the 
Washstand 400. 

[0064] FIG. 11 shoWs the state immediately prior to 
installing the neck 100 shoWn in FIG. 8 to the pedestal 200, 
secured to the Washstand 400. This step of installing com 
prises securing the neck 100, and connecting a Water supply 
thereto. 
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[0065] The neck 100 is secured by meshing the claWed leg 
sections 113b of the neck 100 into the spiraled grooves 201b 
of the ring-like blade section 201. As shoWn in FIG. 11, each 
spiraled groove 201b has a section Which is diagonal to the 
top face of the ring-like blade section 201, and a parallel 
section Which is provided at the tip of the diagonal section. 

[0066] To mesh the claWed leg sections 113b into the 
spiraled grooves 201b, the bottom section of the neck 100 is 
aligned With the top face of the ring-like blade section 201, 
and a force is applied in the doWnWard direction of FIG. 11 
While rotating the neck 100 clockWise. As the angle of 
rotation deepens, the claWed leg sections 113b folloW the 
spiraled grooves 201b, traveling from the diagonal section to 
the parallel section until the neck 100 stops rotating. Con 
sequently, the neck 100 becomes secured to the pedestal 200. 

[0067] On the other hand, When the neck 100 is attached, 
the connecting section 112b of the Water-pass member 112 
meshes With an unillustrated pipe-connecting member 202, 
and an O-ring around the outer periphery of the connecting 
section 112b achieves a Water-tight state. 

[0068] An unillustrated Water-supply pipe is connected to 
the bottom end of the pipe-connecting member 202 by using 
an appropriate connecting tool. 

[0069] FIG. 12 shoWs the internal constitution of the 
pipe-connecting member 202, and a connecting tool 210 for 
connecting the Water-supply pipe thereto. The end of the 
pipe-connecting member 202 at the right side of FIG. 12 has 
a socket structure, and the end of the connecting tool 210 at 
the left of FIG. 12 has a corresponding socket structure, 
achieving a Water-tight connection betWeen the pipe-con 
necting member 202 and the connecting tool 210. The right 
end of the connecting tool 210 at the opposite end to the 
?exible tube has a similar socket structure, and can be 
connected to a Water-supply pipe having a similar socket 
structure to the pipe-connecting member 202. 

[0070] Modi?cations 

[0071] The above embodiment describes a case Where the 
Water lock is attached to a Washstand, but this invention can 
be similarly applied in other installations using a Water lock. 

[0072] Further, by changing the Width, depth, and the like 
of the plurality of spiraled grooves in the above embodi 
ment, it is possible to ensure that the neck can only be 
attached at a predetermined angle. 

[0073] The above embodiment describes a neck With a 
screW structure, but any system Which involves insertion and 
rotation, such as a bayonet structure, is suitable. 

[0074] As described above, according to this invention, 
the pedestal and the pipe attachment member are attached 
from above the Washstand, avoiding the conventional prob 
lem of installation in a place of poor Workability, such as 
beloW the Washstand, and making attachment easy and 
rapid. 

[0075] Further, as described above, by providing the 
Washstand and the like With a pedestal having spiraled 
grooves in its outer periphery, and providing a claWed 
member in the neck for meshing With the spiraled grooves, 
the neck can be attached and removed to/from the pedestal 
simply by being pressed and lightly rotated. Moreover, since 
the neck attachment structure in the pedestal is one Wherein 
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the neck is pressed against the pedestal While being slightly 
rotated so that the claWed member follows the spiraled 
grooves, there is no special need for a pedestal structure 
Which prevents rotation. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A Water lock tap comprising a pedestal, Which is 

secured to an attachment object such as a Washstand, a pipe 
attachment member for attaching a Water supply pipe to the 
bottom of the pedestal, and a neck, Which is secured to the 
pedestal; 

the pedestal comprising a mesh structure for securing the 
neck to the outer periphery of the pedestal, and having 
a ring-like blade section Which clips into an attachment 
hole, provided in the attachment object, and a cylin 
drical moving member Which is suspended from the 
ring-like blade section and has a plurality of protruding 
members, Which are pressed toWard the outside When a 
cylindrical member having a screW notch in its outer 
periphery is screWed into a cylindrical space having a 
screW notch in its inner periphery, the cylindrical 
member having a slightly smaller diameter than the 
cylindrical space; and 

the pipe attachment member comprising a screW notch 
section Which functions as the cylindrical member, a 
?ange section Which connects to the screW notch sec 
tion and is accommodated in the ring-like blade section 
in the pedestal, and a join section Which is connected to 
the Water supply pipe. 

2. The Water lock tap as described in claim 1, the mesh 
structure comprising a screW groove for securing by screW 
ing. 

3. The Water lock tap as described in claim 2, the screW 
groove in the pedestal comprising a plurality of grooves of 
different Widths, such that the neck meshes only When 
screWed in at a predetermined angle. 

4. The Water lock tap as described in claim 1, the side 
faces of the protruding members of the pedestal being 
fan-shaped, supported With their primary sections as ful 
crums so that they can sWay freely, and arranged at equal 
intervals around the pedestal. 

5. The Water lock tap as described in claim 1, the pipe 
attachment member having a hole for Wrench at the center 
of the ?ange section. 

6. The Water lock tap as described in claim 1, the pipe 
attachment member comprising a Water-stop valve near an 
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insertion section of the neck, the Water-stop valve being 
opened by inserting the neck. 

7. A one-touch attachment Water lock comprising a ped 
estal, Which is secured to an attachment object such as a 
Washstand, a pipe-connecting member for attaching a Water 
supply pipe and supported by the pedestal, and a neck, Which 
is secured to the pedestal; 

a plurality of spiraled grooves for securing the neck being 
provided in the outer periphery of pedestal; and 

a claWed member Which meshes into the spiraled grooves 
being provided on the inner periphery of the base of the 
neck. 

8. The one-touch attachment Water lock as described in 
claim 7, the claWed member having claWs Which are pro 
vided around the inner periphery of the base of the neck and 
mesh into the spiraled grooves in the pedestal, and a leg 
section Which supports the claWs. 

9. The one-touch attachment Water lock as described in 
claim 7, the pedestal comprising 

a ring-like blade section Which clips into an attachment 
hole, provided in the attachment object; and 

a cylindrical moving member Which is suspended from 
the ring-like blade section and has a plurality of pro 
truding members, Which are pressed toWard the outside 
When a cylindrical member having a screW notch in its 
outer periphery is screWed into a cylindrical space 
having a screW notch in its inner periphery, the cylin 
drical member having a slightly smaller diameter than 
the cylindrical space. 

10. The one-touch attachment Water lock as described in 
claim 7, the screW groove in the pedestal comprising a 
plurality of grooves of different Widths, such that the neck 
meshes only When screWed in at a predetermined angle. 

11. The one-touch attachment Water lock as described in 
claim 7, the side faces of the protruding members of the 
pedestal being fan-shaped, supported With their primary 
sections as fulcrums so that they can sWay freely, and 
arranged at equal intervals around the pedestal. 

12. The one-touch attachment Water lock as described in 
claim 7, the pedestal containing a pipe-connecting member 
for attaching a Water supply pipe at the center of the ?ange. 

* * * * * 


